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CentOS is the enterprise-grade Linux operating system built using the same source code as Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL) to provide a
free-to-use alternative to Red Hat's commercial Linux offering. The purpose of this book is to build on your understanding of CentOS and to
explore those mission-critical services you are entrusted to manage and maintain. Starting with a brief introduction to the overall subject of
troubleshooting a CentOS server, this book will take you on a journey across the whole spectrum of issue-based problem solving, which
includes active processes, the networking environment, package management, users, folders, files, shared resources, security, databases,
and web-based services. By the end of the book, you will have expert-level competency in identifying and diagnosing the root causes of
CentOS storage, network, and administration issues and resolving them.
Introduces the four essential programming languages required for creating dynamic Web sites, and explains how to install them on different
operating systems, use CSS to create forms, code with jQuery, and administer a MySQL database.
Server bottlenecks and failures are a fact of life in any database deployment, but they don’t have to bring everything to a halt. This practical
book explains replication, cluster, and monitoring features that can help protect your MySQL system from outages, whether it’s running on
hardware, virtual machines, or in the cloud. Written by engineers who designed many of the tools covered, this book reveals undocumented
or hard-to-find aspects of MySQL reliability and high availability—knowledge that’s essential for any organization using this database system.
This second edition describes extensive changes to MySQL tools. Versions up to 5.5 are covered, along with several 5.6 features. Learn
replication fundamentals, including use of the binary log and MySQL Replicant Library Handle failing components through redundancy Scale
out to manage read-load increases, and use data sharding to handle large databases and write-load increases Store and replicate data on
individual nodes with MySQL Cluster Monitor database activity and performance, and major operating system parameters Keep track of
masters and slaves, and deal with failures and restarts, corruption, and other incidents Examine tools including MySQL Enterprise Monitor,
MySQL Utilities, and GTIDs
MySQL remains one of the hottest open source database technologies. As the database has evolved into a product competitive with
proprietary counterparts like Oracle and IBM DB2, MySQL has found favor with large scale corporate users who require high-powered
features and performance. Expert MySQL is the first book to delve deep into the MySQL architecture, showing users how to make the most of
the database through creation of custom storage handlers, optimization of MySQL's query execution, and use of the embedded server
product. This book will interest users deploying MySQL in high-traffic environments and in situations requiring minimal resource allocation.
Presents instructions on using MySQL, covering such topics as installation, querying, user management, security, and backups and recovery.
If you are not already one of the 4 million plus users of the MySQL database, you will want to become one after reading this book. MySQL
Administrator's Guide is the official guide to installing, administering and working with MySQL 5.0 and MySQL databases. Starting with the
basics, you will learn to store, manage and retrieve data in a MySQL database and to eventually manipulate the code behind MySQL 5.0 to
customize your database. With the clear examples and tips provided in this comprehensive learning guide, you can become a MySQL expert
in no time.
Know how locks work in MySQL and how they relate to transactions. This book explains the major role that locks play in database systems,
showing how locks are essential in allowing high-concurrency workloads. You will learn about lock access levels and lock granularities from
the user level as well as table locks to record and gap locks. Most importantly, the book covers troubleshooting techniques when locking
becomes a pain point. Several of the lock types in MySQL have a duration of a transaction. For this reason, it is important to understand how
transactions work. This book covers the basics of transactions as well as transaction isolation levels and how they affect locking. The book is
meant to be your go-to resource for solving locking contention and similar problems in high-performance MySQL database applications.
Detecting locking issues when they occur is the first key to resolving such issues. MySQL Concurrency provides techniques for detecting
locking issues such as contention. The book shows how to analyze locks that are causing contention to see why those locks are in place. A
collection of six comprehensive case studies combine locking and transactional theory with realistic lock conflicts. The case studies walk you
through the symptoms to look for in order to identify which issue you are facing, the cause of the conflict, its analysis, solution, and how to
prevent the issue in the future. What You Will Learn Understand which lock types exist in MySQL and how they are used Choose the best
transaction isolation level for a given transaction Detect and analyze lock contention when it occurs Reduce locking issues in your
applications Resolve deadlocks between transactions Resolve InnoDB record-level locking issues Resolve issues from metadata and
schema locks Who This Book Is For Database administrators and SQL developers who are familiar with MySQL and want to gain a better
understanding of locking and transactions as well as how to work with them. While some experience with MySQL is required, no prior
knowledge of locks and transactions is needed.
This comprehensive reference guide offers useful pointers for advanced use of SQL and describes the bugs and workarounds involved in
compiling MySQL for every system.

Get a comprehensive overview on how to set up and design an effective database with MySQL. This thoroughly updated edition
covers MySQL's latest version, including its most important aspects. Whether you're deploying an environment, troubleshooting an
issue, or engaging in disaster recovery, this practical guide provides the insights and tools necessary to take full advantage of this
powerful RDBMS. Authors Vinicius Grippa and Sergey Kuzmichev from Percona show developers and DBAs methods for
minimizing costs and maximizing availability and performance. You'll learn how to perform basic and advanced querying,
monitoring and troubleshooting, database management and security, backup and recovery, and tuning for improved efficiency.
This edition includes new chapters on high availability, load balancing, and using MySQL in the cloud. Get started with MySQL and
learn how to use it in production Deploy MySQL databases on bare metal, on virtual machines, and in the cloud Design database
infrastructures Code highly efficient queries Monitor and troubleshoot MySQL databases Execute efficient backup and restore
operations Optimize database costs in the cloud Understand database concepts, especially those pertaining to MySQL
* An indispensable resource for Fedora users who must now work without customer support from Red Hat, Inc., covering critical
troubleshooting techniques for networks, internal servers, and external servers * Chris Negus is a well-known Linux authority and
also the author of the top-selling Red Hat Linux Bible (0-7645-4333-4); Thomas Weeks is a trainer and administrator who
manages hundreds of Red Hat Linux systems * Covers all of the most common Fedora problem areas: firewalls, DNS servers,
print servers, Samba, NFS, Web servers, FTP servers, e-mail servers, modems, adding hardware, and hardware certification *
Features easy-to-use flowcharts that guide administrators step by step through common Fedora troubleshooting scenarios * A
companion Web site offers troubleshooting updates to keep pace with the frequent Fedora Core releases as well as a forum for
exchanging troubleshooting tips
Get comprehensive coverage of all the powerful new features of MySQL, one of the fastest--and free--relational databases in use
today. Written in conjunction with the MySQL development team, this expert resource covers transactional integrity, disaster
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recovery, scalability, support for mobile users, Web-based and client/server programming, and much more.
Explains how to create Web sites using the PHP scripting language, the MySQL database system, and the Apache Web server on
a Windows or Linux system.
Describes the concepts of programming with Linux, covering such topics as shell programming, file structure, managing memory,
using MySQL, debugging, processes and signals, and GNOME.
Businesses, right from small-sized to large giants are using MySQL to access and manipulate their enterprise database across the
world. Advanced MySQL 8 will be your one-stop destination in how to implement and manage large-scale MySQL distributed
clusters to run high-volume websites, enterprise systems, and packaged software.
Although MySQL's source code is open in the sense of being publicly available, it's essentially closed to you if you don't
understand it. In this book, Sasha Pachev -- a former member of the MySQL Development Team -- provides a comprehensive tour
of MySQL 5 that shows you how to figure out the inner workings of this powerful database. You'll go right to heart of the database
to learn how data structures and convenience functions operate, how to add new storage engines and configuration options, and
much more. The core of Understanding MySQL Internals begins with an Architecture Overview that provides a brief introduction of
how the different components of MySQL work together. You then learn the steps for setting up a working compilable copy of the
code that you can change and test at your pleasure. Other sections of the book cover: Core server classes, structures, and API
The communication protocol between the client and the server Configuration variables, the controls of the server; includes a
tutorial on how to add your own Thread-based request handling -- understanding threads and how they are used in MySQL An
overview of MySQL storage engines The storage engine interface for integrating third-party storage engines The table lock
manager The parser and optimizer for improving MySQL's performance Integrating a transactional storage engine into MySQL The
internals of replication Understanding MySQL Internals provides unprecedented opportunities for developers, DBAs, database
application programmers, IT departments, software vendors, and computer science students to learn about the inner workings of
this enterprise-proven database. With this book, you will soon reach a new level of comprehension regarding database
development that will enable you to accomplish your goals. It's your guide to discovering and improving a great database.
If you want to build dynamic Web sites that encourage users to interact with them, PHP and MySQL are among the best tools
you’ll find. PHP is a scripting language designed specifically for use on the Web, while MySQL is a database management system
that works with it perfectly. Best of all, they’re free. It’s hard to beat that combination! PHP & MySQL Web Development All-inOne Desk Reference For Dummies is kind of one-stop shopping for the information you need to get up and running with these
tools and put them to good use. It’s divided into six handy minibooks that cover setting up your environment, PHP programming,
using MySQL, security, PHP extensions, and PHP Web applications. They make it easy to create a Web site where visitors can
sign on, use shopping carts, complete forms, and do business with your business. It’s easy to find what you need in this handy
guide. You’ll discover how to: Find and acquire all the tools you need and set up your development environment Build PHP scripts
to make your Web site work Create a MySQL database that visitors can access Summarize and sort data results Design and
implement user access control Build a shopping cart application Create extensions that make your site more useful With PHP &
MySQL Web Development All-in-One Desk Reference For Dummies by your side, you’ll be a Web site guru before you know it!
Get unstuck and start stacking! About This Book Easily fix the nagging problems that commonly plague OpenStack and become the go-to
person in your organization Get better equipped to troubleshoot and solve common problems in performance, availability, and automation
that confront production-ready OpenStack environments Save time and decrease frustration by solving significant issues that arise from
OpenStack deployments pertaining to storage and networking Who This Book Is For You will need a basic understanding of OpenStack,
Linux, and Cloud computing. If you have an understanding of Linux, this book will help you leverage that knowledge in the world of
OpenStack, giving you confidence to tackle most issues that may arise. What You Will Learn Diagnose and remediate authentication and
authorization problems in Keystone Fix common issues with images served through Glance Master the art of troubleshooting Neutron
networking Navigate and overcome problems with Nova Troubleshoot and resolve Cinder block storage issues Identify and correct Swift
object storage problems Isolate and fix issues caused by Heat orchestration Leverage Ceilometer and other metering and monitoring tools for
effective troubleshooting In Detail OpenStack is a collection of software projects that work together to provide a cloud fabric. OpenStack is
one of the fastest growing open source projects in history that unlocks cloud computing for everyone. With OpenStack, you are able to create
public or private clouds on your own hardware. The flexibility and control afforded by OpenStack puts the cloud within reach of anyone willing
to learn this technology. Starting with an introduction to OpenStack troubleshooting tools, we'll walk through each OpenStack service and
how you can quickly diagnose, troubleshoot, and correct problems in your OpenStack. Understanding the various projects and how they
interact is essential for anyone attempting to troubleshoot an OpenStack cloud. We will start by explaining each of the major components and
the dependencies between them, and move on to show you how to identify and utilize an effective set of OpenStack troubleshooting tools
and fix common Keystone problems. Next, we will expose you to common errors and problems you may encounter when using the
OpenStack Block Storage service (Cinder). We will then examine Heat, the OpenStack Orchestration Service, where you will learn how to
trace errors, determine their root cause, and effectively correct the issue. Finally, you will get to know the best practices to architect your
OpenStack cloud in order to achieve optimal performance, availability, and reliability. Style and approach This is straight-to-the point guide to
fixing your OpenStack cluster. Common problems are identified and suggestions to resolve these problems are presented in a simple, easyto-understand manner.
Combines language tutorials with application design advice to cover the PHP server-side scripting language and the MySQL database
engine.
Get hands-on recipes to make the most of Ubuntu Server, CentOS 7 Linux Server and RHEL 7 Server About This Book Get Linux servers up
and running in seconds, In-depth guide to explore new features and solutions in server administration Maintain performance and security of
your server solution by deploying expert configuration advice Who This Book Is For This Learning Path is intended for system administrators
with a basic understanding of Linux operating systems and written with the novice-to-intermediate Linux user in mind. To get the most of this
Learning Path, you should have a working knowledge of basic system administration and management tools. What You Will Learn Set up
high performance, scalable, and fault-tolerant back ends with web and database servers Facilitate team communication with a real-time chat
service and collaboration tools Monitor, manage and develop your server's file system to maintain a stable performance Gain best practice
methods on sharing files and resources through a network Install and configure common standard services such as web, mail, FTP, database
and domain name server technologies Create kickstart scripts to automatically deploy RHEL 7 systems Use Orchestration and configuration
management tools to manage your environment In Detail Linux servers are frequently selected over other server operating systems for their
stability, security and flexibility advantages.This Learning Path will teach you how to get up and running with three of the most popular Linux
server distros: Ubuntu Server, CentOS 7 Server, and RHEL 7 Server. We will begin with the Ubuntu Server and show you how to make the
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most of Ubuntu's advanced functionalities. Moving on, we will provide you with all the knowledge that will give you access to the inner
workings of the latest CentOS version 7. Finally, touching RHEL 7, we will provide you with solutions to common RHEL 7 Server
challenges.This Learning Path combines some of the best that Packt has to offer in one complete, curated package. It includes content from
the following Packt products: 1) Ubuntu Server Cookbook 2) CentOS 7 Linux Server Cookbook, Second Edition 3) Red Hat Enterprise Linux
Server Cookbook Style and approach This easy-to-follow practical guide contains hands on examples and solutions to real word
administration problems and problems faced when building your RHEL 7 system from scratch using orchestration tools.
MySQL and Perl for the Web provides a much-needed handbook for database and Web developers seeking an extensive and detailed guide
for using the combination of MySQL and Perl to build dynamic and interactive database-backed Web sites. It shows how to use Perl's DBI
database access module, pairing it with with the CGI.pm module that allows Web pages and forms to be generated and processed easily.
These tools provide developers with a solid foundation for creating applications that incorporate database content to create dynamic, up-todate Web sites. The book employs a practical learn-by-doing approach that demonstrates development techniques by building complete
applications, not just fragmentary pieces. It shows what to do at each step of the way during the process of building live, working examples.
Applications are fully explained so you can understand how they work and apply the techniques they illustrate to your own projects.
Shows readers how to handle an array of vexing problems when working with MySQL.
Annotation Stuck with bugs, performance problems, crashes, data corruption, and puzzling output? If youre a database programmer or DBA,
theyre part of your life. The trick is knowing how to quickly recover from them. This unique, example-packed book shows you how to handle
an array of vexing problems when working with MySQL. Written by a principal technical support engineer at Oracle, MySQL Troubleshooting
provides the background, tools, and expert steps for solving problems from simple to complexwhether data you thought you inserted doesnt
turn up in a query, or the entire database is corrupt because of a server failure. With this book in hand, youll work with more confidence.
Understand the source of a problem, even when the solution is simpleHandle problems that occur when applications run in multiple
threadsDebug and fix problems caused by configuration optionsDiscover how operating system tuning can affect your serverUse
troubleshooting techniques specific to replication issuesGet a reference to additional troubleshooting techniques and tools, including thirdparty solutionsLearn best practices for safe and effective troubleshootingand for preventing problems.
A guide for MySQL administrators covers such topics as benchmarking, server performance, indexing, queries, hardware optimization,
replication, scaling, cloud hosting, and backup and recovery.
This guide teaches readers how to design and implement their an open source database. Topics include designing and creating a database;
normalizing data; adding tables, columns and indexes; importing and exporting data; administering, optimizing and troubleshooting My SQL;
and locks and keys.

If you’re a programmer new to databases—or just new to MySQL and its community-driven variant, MariaDB—you’ve found the
perfect introduction. This hands-on guide provides an easy, step-by-step approach to installing, using, and maintaining these
popular relational database engines. Author Russell Dyer, Curriculum Manager at MariaDB and former editor of the MySQL
Knowledge Base, takes you through database design and the basics of data management and manipulation, using real-world
examples and many practical tips. Exercises and review questions help you practice what you’ve just learned. Create and alter
MySQL tables and specify fields and columns within them Learn how to insert, select, update, delete, join, and subquery data,
using practical examples Use built-in string functions to find, extract, format, and convert text from columns Learn functions for
mathematical or statistical calculations, and for formatting date and time values Perform administrative duties such as managing
user accounts, backing up databases, and importing large amounts of data Use APIs to connect and query MySQL and MariaDB
with PHP and other languages
High Performance MySQL is the definitive guide to building fast, reliable systems with MySQL. Written by noted experts with years
of real-world experience building very large systems, this book covers every aspect of MySQL performance in detail, and focuses
on robustness, security, and data integrity. High Performance MySQL teaches you advanced techniques in depth so you can bring
out MySQL's full power. Learn how to design schemas, indexes, queries and advanced MySQL features for maximum
performance, and get detailed guidance for tuning your MySQL server, operating system, and hardware to their fullest potential.
You'll also learn practical, safe, high-performance ways to scale your applications with replication, load balancing, high availability,
and failover. This second edition is completely revised and greatly expanded, with deeper coverage in all areas. Major additions
include: Emphasis throughout on both performance and reliability Thorough coverage of storage engines, including in-depth tuning
and optimizations for the InnoDB storage engine Effects of new features in MySQL 5.0 and 5.1, including stored procedures,
partitioned databases, triggers, and views A detailed discussion on how to build very large, highly scalable systems with MySQL
New options for backups and replication Optimization of advanced querying features, such as full-text searches Four new
appendices The book also includes chapters on benchmarking, profiling, backups, security, and tools and techniques to help you
measure, monitor, and manage your MySQL installations.
Beginning Sensor Networks with Arduino and Raspberry Pi teaches you how to build sensor networks with Arduino, Raspberry Pi,
and XBee radio modules, and even shows you how to turn your Raspberry Pi into a MySQL database server to store your sensor
data! First you'll learn about the different types of sensors and sensor networks, including how to build a simple XBee network.
Then you'll walk through building an Arduino-based temperature sensor and data collector, followed by building a Raspberry Pibased sensor node. Next you'll learn different ways to store sensor data, including writing to an SD card, sending data to the cloud,
and setting up a Raspberry Pi MySQL server to host your data. You even learn how to connect to and interact with a MySQL
database server directly from an Arduino! Finally you'll learn how to put it all together by connecting your Arduino sensor node to
your new Raspberry Pi database server. If you want to see how well Arduino and Raspberry Pi can get along, especially to create
a sensor network, then Beginning Sensor Networks with Arduino and Raspberry Pi is just the book you need.
Step by step guide to monitor, manage, and secure your database engine Key Features Your companion to master all the
administration-related tasks in MySQL 8 Ensure high performance and high availability of your MySQL solution using effective
replication and backup techniques A comprehensive guide to performing query optimization, security and a whole host of other
administrative tasks in MySQL 8 Book Description MySQL is one of the most popular and widely used relational databases in the
world today. The recently released version 8.0 brings along some major advancements in the way your MySQL solution can be
administered. This handbook will be your companion to understand the newly introduced features in MySQL and how you can
leverage them to design a high-performance MySQL solution for your organization. This book starts with a brief introduction to the
newly introduced features in MySQL 8, followed by quickly jumping onto the crucial administration topics that you will find useful in
your day to day work. Topics such as migrating to MySQL 8, MySQL benchmarking, achieving high performance by implementing
the indexing techniques, and optimizing your queries are covered in this book. You will also learn how to perform replication, scale
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your MySQL solution and implement effective security techniques. A special section on the common and not so common
troubleshooting techniques for effective MySQL administration is also covered in this book. By the end of this highly practical book,
you will have all the knowledge you need to tackle any problem you might encounter while administering your MySQL solution.
What you will learn Understanding different MySQL 8 data types based on type of contents and storage requirements Best
practices for optimal use of features in MySQL 8 Explore globalization configuration and caching techniques to improve
performance Create custom storage engine as per system requirements Learn various ways of index implementation for flash
memory storages Configure and implement replication along with approaches to use replication as solution Understand how to
make your MySQL 8 solution highly available Troubleshoot common issues and identify error codes while using MySQL 8 Who
this book is for This book is intended for MySQL administrators who are looking for a handy guide covering all the MySQL
administration-related tasks. If you are a DBA looking to get started with MySQL administration, this book will also help you.
Knowledge of the basic database concepts is required to get started with this book.
Stuck with bugs, performance problems, crashes, data corruption, and puzzling output? If you're a database programmer or DBA,
they're part of your life. The trick is knowing how to quickly recover from them. This unique, example-packed book shows you how
to handle an array of vexing problems when working with MySQL. Written by a principal technical support engineer at Oracle,
MySQL Troubleshooting provides the background, tools, and expert steps for solving problems from simple to complex-whether
data you thought you inserted doesn't turn up in a query, or the entire database is corrupt because of a server failure. With this
book in hand, you'll work with more confidence
Design and administer enterprise-grade MySQL 8 solutions Key Features Store, retrieve, and manipulate your data using the
latest MySQL 8 features Practical recipes on effective administration in MySQL, with a focus on security, performance tuning,
troubleshooting, and more Contains tips, tricks, and best practices for designing, developing, and administering your MySQL 8
database solution without any hassle Book Description MySQL is one of the most popular and widely used relational databases in
the World today. The recently released MySQL 8 version promises to be better and more efficient than ever before. This book
contains everything you need to know to be the go-to person in your organization when it comes to MySQL. Starting with a quick
installation and configuration of your MySQL instance, the book quickly jumps into the querying aspects of MySQL. It shows you
the newest improvements in MySQL 8 and gives you hands-on experience in managing high-transaction and real-time datasets. If
you've already worked with MySQL before and are looking to migrate your application to MySQL 8, this book will also show you
how to do that. The book also contains recipes on efficient MySQL administration, with tips on effective user management, data
recovery, security, database monitoring, performance tuning, troubleshooting, and more. With quick solutions to common and notso-common problems you might encounter while working with MySQL 8, the book contains practical tips and tricks to give you the
edge over others in designing, developing, and administering your database effectively. What you will learn Install and configure
your MySQL 8 instance without any hassle Get to grips with new features of MySQL 8 like CTE, Window functions and many more
Perform backup tasks, recover data and set up various replication topologies for your database Maximize performance by using
new features of MySQL 8 like descending indexes, controlling query optimizer and resource groups Learn how to use general
table space to suit the SaaS or multi-tenant applications Analyze slow queries using performance schema, sys schema and third
party tools Manage and monitor your MySQL instance and implement efficient performance-tuning tasks Who this book is for If
you are a MySQL developer or administrator looking for quick, handy solutions to solve the most common and not-so-common
problems in MySQL, this book is for you. MySQL DBAs looking to get up-to-speed with the latest MySQL 8 development and
administration features will also find this book very useful. Prior knowledge of Linux and RDBMS is desirable.
“If you’re a developer trying to figure out why your application is not responding at 3 am, you need this book! This is now my go-to
book when diagnosing production issues. It has saved me hours in troubleshooting complicated operations problems.” –Trotter
Cashion, cofounder, Mashion DevOps can help developers, QAs, and admins work together to solve Linux server problems far
more rapidly, significantly improving IT performance, availability, and efficiency. To gain these benefits, however, team members
need common troubleshooting skills and practices. In DevOps Troubleshooting: Linux Server Best Practices , award-winning Linux
expert Kyle Rankin brings together all the standardized, repeatable techniques your team needs to stop finger-pointing, collaborate
effectively, and quickly solve virtually any Linux server problem. Rankin walks you through using DevOps techniques to
troubleshoot everything from boot failures and corrupt disks to lost email and downed websites. You’ll master indispensable skills
for diagnosing high-load systems and network problems in production environments. Rankin shows how to Master DevOps’
approach to troubleshooting and proven Linux server problem-solving principles Diagnose slow servers and applications by
identifying CPU, RAM, and Disk I/O bottlenecks Understand healthy boots, so you can identify failure points and fix them Solve full
or corrupt disk issues that prevent disk writes Track down the sources of network problems Troubleshoot DNS, email, and other
network services Isolate and diagnose Apache and Nginx Web server failures and slowdowns Solve problems with MySQL and
Postgres database servers and queries Identify hardware failures–even notoriously elusive intermittent failures
The total number of web pages today has been estimated at over 3 billion, spanning millions of individual websites. Not
surprisingly, there is tremendous pressure on web developers and designers to remain current with the latest technologies. The
Web Site Cookbook from O'Reilly covers all the essential skills that you need to create engaging, visitor-friendly websites. It helps
you with the practical issues surrounding their inception, design, and maintenance. With recipes that teach both routine and
advanced setup tasks, the book includes clear and professional instruction on a host of topics, including: registering domains
ensuring that hostnames work managing the directory maintaining and troubleshooting a website site promotion visitor tracking
implementing e-commerce systems linking with sales sites This handy guide also tackles the various elements of page design. It
explains how to control a reader's eye flow, how to choose a template system, how to set up a color scheme, and more. Typical of
O'Reilly's "Cookbook" series, the Web Site Cookbook is written in a straightforward format, featuring recipes that contain problem
statements and solutions. A detailed explanation then follows each recipe to show you how and why the solution works. This
question-solution-discussion format is a proven teaching method, as any fan of the "Cookbook" series can attest to. Regardless of
your strong suit or your role in the creation and life of a website, you can benefit from the teachings found in the Web Site
Cookbook. It's a must-have tool for advancing your skills and making better sites.
Move data back and forth between database and application. The must-have knowledge in this book helps programmers learn
how to use the official driver, MySQL Connector/Python, by which Python programs communicate with the MySQL database. This
book takes you from the initial installation of the connector through basic query execution, then through more advanced topics,
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error handing, and troubleshooting. The book covers both the traditional API as well as the new X DevAPI. The X DevAPI is part of
MySQL 8.0 and is an API that can be used with connectors for several programming languages and is used from the commandline interface known as MySQL Shell. You will learn to use the connector by working through code examples and following a
discussion of how the API calls work. By the end of the book, you will be able to use MySQL as the back-end storage for your
Python programs, and you’ll even have the option of choosing between SQL and NoSQL interfaces. What You'll Learn Install
MySQL Connector/Python Connect to MySQL and configure database access Execute SQL and NoSQL queries from your Python
program Trap errors and troubleshoot problems Store data from different languages using MySQL’s character set support Work in
the X DevAPI that underlies all of MySQL’s language connectors Who This Book Is For Developers familiar with Python who are
looking at using MySQL as the back-end database. No prior knowledge of Connector/Python is assumed, but readers should be
familiar with databases and the Python programming language.
Arm yourself to make the most of the versatile, powerful Ubuntu Server with over 100 hands-on recipes About This Book Master
the skills to setup secure and scalable web services with popular tools like Apache, Nginx, MySQL and HAProxy Set up your own
cloud with Open Stack and quickly deploy applications with Docker or LXD Packed with clear, step-by-step recipes to let you
protect you valuable data with your own chat servers, code hosting and collaboration tools. Who This Book Is For Ubuntu Server
Cookbook is for system administrators or software developers with a basic understanding of the Linux operating system who want
to set up their own servers. You are not required to have in-depth knowledge or hands-on experience with Ubuntu, but you should
know the basics commands for directory navigation, file management, and the file editing tool. An understanding of computer
networks is advisable What You Will Learn Set up high performance, scalable, and fault-tolerant back ends with web and database
servers Facilitate team communication with a real-time chat service and collaboration tools Quickly deploy your applications to
their own containers and scale your infrastructure as and when needed Find out how to set up your own cloud infrastructure for
your internal use or rent it to the public Ensure quick and easy access for your users while also securing your infrastructure from
intruders Set up a high performance private network with a personal VPN server and centralized authentication system Swiftly
start a content streaming service Set up network storage for private data and source code and say good bye to costly and
unreliable cloud services In Detail Ubuntu is one of the most secure operating systems and defines the highest level of security as
compared other operating system. Ubuntu server is a popular Linux distribution and the first choice when deploying a Linux server.
It can be used with a $35 Raspberry Pi to top-notch, thousand-dollar-per-month cloud hardware. Built with lists that there are 4
million + websites built using Ubuntu. With its easy-to-use package management tools and availability of well-known packages, we
can quickly set up our own services such as web servers and database servers using Ubuntu. This book will help you develop the
skills required to set up high performance and secure services with open source tools. Starting from user management and an indepth look at networking, we then move on to cover the installation and management of web servers and database servers, as
well as load balancing various services. You will quickly learn to set up your own cloud and minimize costs and efforts with
application containers. Next, you will get to grips with setting up a secure real-time communication system. Finally, we'll explore
source code hosting and various collaboration tools. By the end of this book, you will be able to make the most of Ubuntu's
advanced functionalities. Style and approach This easy-to-follow guide contains a series of step-by-step recipes ranging from
simple to complex. Each topic will start with basic introduction to each technology followed by a detailed step-by-step installation
guide and then a detailed explanation of the approach taken during installation and the various advanced options available.
Written by the creators of MySQL and edited by one of the most highly respected MySQL authors, the MySQL Administrator's
Guide and Language Reference is the official guide to installing MySQL, to setting up and administering MySQL databases, and to
storing and retrieving data in these databases. This new edition combines into one book the MySQL Language Reference (on CD)
with the practical information of the MySQL Administrator's Guide book.
With special focus on the next major release of MySQL, this resource provides a solid framework for anyone new to MySQL or
transitioning from another database platform, as well as experience MySQL administrators. The high-profile author duo provides
essential coverage of the fundamentals of MySQL database management—including MySQL’s unique approach to basic database
features and functions—as well as coverage of SQL queries, data and index types, stores procedure and functions, triggers and
views, and transactions. They also present comprehensive coverage of such topics as MySQL server tuning, managing storage
engines, caching, backup and recovery, managing users, index tuning, database and performance monitoring, security, and more.
Learn Raspberry Pi 2 with Linux and Windows 10 will tell you everything you need to know about working with Raspberry Pi 2 so
you can get started doing amazing things. You'll learn how to set up your new Raspberry Pi 2 with a monitor, keyboard and
mouse, and how to install both Linux and Windows on your new Pi 2. Linux has always been a great fit for the Pi, but it can be a
steep learning curve if you've never used it before. With this book, you'll see how easy it is to install Linux and learn how to work
with it, including how to become a Linux command line pro. You'll learn that what might seem unfamiliar in Linux is actually very
familiar. And now that Raspberry Pi also supports Windows 10, a chapter is devoted to setting up Windows 10 for the Internet of
Things on a Raspberry Pi. Finally, you'll learn how to create these Raspberry Pi projects with Linux: Making a Pi web server: run
LAMP on your own network Making your Pi wireless: remove all the cables and retain all the functionality Making a Raspber ry Pibased security cam and messenger service Making a Pi media center: stream videos and music from your Pi
Identify, capture and resolve common issues faced by Red Hat Enterprise Linux administrators using best practices and advanced
troubleshooting techniques About This Book Develop a strong understanding of the base tools available within Red Hat Enterprise
Linux (RHEL) and how to utilize these tools to troubleshoot and resolve real-world issues Gain hidden tips and techniques to help
you quickly detect the reason for poor network/storage performance Troubleshoot your RHEL to isolate problems using this
example-oriented guide full of real-world solutions Who This Book Is For If you have a basic knowledge of Linux from
administration or consultant experience and wish to add to your Red Hat Enterprise Linux troubleshooting skills, then this book is
ideal for you. The ability to navigate and use basic Linux commands is expected. What You Will Learn Identify issues that need
rapid resolution against long term root cause analysis Discover commands for testing network connectivity such as telnet, netstat,
ping, ip and curl Spot performance issues with commands such as top, ps, free, iostat, and vmstat Use tcpdump for traffic analysis
Repair a degraded file system and rebuild a software raid Identify and troubleshoot hardware issues using dmesg Troubleshoot
custom applications with strace and knowledge of Linux resource limitations In Detail Red Hat Enterprise Linux is an operating
system that allows you to modernize your infrastructure, boost efficiency through virtualization, and finally prepare your data center
for an open, hybrid cloud IT architecture. It provides the stability to take on today's challenges and the flexibility to adapt to
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tomorrow's demands. In this book, you begin with simple troubleshooting best practices and get an overview of the Linux
commands used for troubleshooting. The book will cover the troubleshooting methods for web applications and services such as
Apache and MySQL. Then, you will learn to identify system performance bottlenecks and troubleshoot network issues; all while
learning about vital troubleshooting steps such as understanding the problem statement, establishing a hypothesis, and
understanding trial, error, and documentation. Next, the book will show you how to capture and analyze network traffic, use
advanced system troubleshooting tools such as strace, tcpdump & dmesg, and discover common issues with system defaults.
Finally, the book will take you through a detailed root cause analysis of an unexpected reboot where you will learn to recover a
downed system. Style and approach This is an easy-to-follow guide packed with examples of real-world core Linux concepts. All
the topics are presented in detail while you're performing the actual troubleshooting steps.
* One of the first books to cover MySQL 5 in depth * Foregos reiteration of the basics found in other books, and concentrates on
MySQL’s advanced applications in enterprise environments * Doubles as a reference for users interested in having a thorough
guide to configuration directives, commands, and features at their disposal
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